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Description

Introductory description

How have changes in the natural environment affected political and social development globally? 
How have climate change and natural disasters inspired and fueled different forms of social 
contention from social movements to armed conflict? Can collaboration over environmental issues 
provide a framework for broader peace? As the world warms, a growing body of evidence has 
pointed to strong links between climate and conflict in both developed and developing countries.

This module explores changes in the natural environment and the climate crisis through the lens of 
conflict, security, and peacebuilding, aiming to familiarize students with both academic and policy 
debates around climate security and development. After an introduction to key theoretical 
perspectives on climate security and environmental justice, the module explores a range of 
perspectives and case studies related to contentious politics and the environment, including non-
violent resistance, armed environmental conflict, climate security, and climate-induced migration. 
Throughout the module, we will consider whose voices are represented in these debates—who 
does security and peace serve?

Module aims



This module aims to explore the relationship between the natural environment and different forms 
of contentious politics, from social movements to armed conflict. It aims to provide students with a 
critical introduction to the meaning and evolution of climate security, focusing in particular on 
debates over human versus military security, and how these different perspectives impact policy 
debates. The module aims to situate this debate within its broader social, historical, and political 
context. Through case studies of different environmental conflicts throughout the globe, the 
module also asks to connect these different understandings of security to different key issues in 
field.

Key aims:

Provide an introduction to the range of actions within contentious politics and the 
relationships between them.

•

Provide a critical introduction to the key principles of climate security and how it is has 
evolved over time.

•

Critically assess how climate security is practiced in relation to different issue areas, 
including water, food and agriculture, natural resource extraction, and migration.

•

Critically assess how social scientists form causal claims about climate change and armed 
conflict.

•

Evaluate key policy debates over climate security.•
Identify inequalities in climate security.•

Outline syllabus

This is an indicative module outline only to give an indication of the sort of topics that may be 
covered. Actual sessions held may differ.

Introduction: What is security? What is the environment?1. 
Contentious climate politics: from social movements to war2. 
The Principles of Environmental Security3. 
Climate and Conflict: Does climate change cause war?4. 
Non-violent contention and the environment5. 
Environmental peacebuilding6. 
Food and Agriculture7. 
Water8. 
Migration9. 

Learning outcomes

By the end of the module, students should be able to:

Illustrate an awareness of how these different approaches to climate security may be applied 
globally and alternatives.

•

Critically analyze the major points of contention in debates over the connection between 
climate change and armed conflict/non-violent contention.

•

Develop skills in applying empirical evidence and theoretical frameworks from academic 
texts to inform an argument.

•

Develop skills in accessing and evaluating relevant literature for seminar discussion, •



presentations, independent study, research and essay writing.
Address the aims and objectives of the module demonstrating close engagement with 
module materials

•
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Research element

Students taking this module will need to actively engage with empirical research on the natural 
environment, social movements, and armed conflict and will need to be able to interpret policy 
documents and data on environmental changes.

Interdisciplinary

The module draws from sociology, politics, security studies, peace studies, environmental studies, 
and ecology.

International

The module draws on examples from across the globe, including Latin America, Africa, and the 
Middle East.

Subject specific skills

Demonstrate an understanding of the key principles, and practices of climate security.1. 
Demonstrate an understanding of the range of actions under contentious politics.2. 
Demonstrate and understanding of the evolution of thinking around climate security.3. 
Analyze the links between climate shocks and social movement activity/violent contention.4. 
Critically assess the contributions of environmental peacebuilding to debates over climate 
and conflict.

5. 

Compare and evaluate theories of human and military security.6. 
Critically analyze inequalities in climate security.7. 
Assess empirical evidence on connections between climate shocks and contentious politics.8. 
Demonstrate an understanding of how to apply theoretical debates to empirical case studies.9. 

Transferable skills



Students will have demonstrated a systematic understanding of key aspects of 
environmental security and contentious politics, including detailed knowledge, at least some 
of which is informed by the forefront of peace and conflict research; an ability to deploy 
techniques of analysis and enquiry within sociology, which enables the student to 
o Devise and sustain arguments, and/or to solve problems. 
o To describe and comment on contemporary conversations about climate change and key 
policy debates over conflict and migration more generally.

•

The ability to manage their own learning and make use of scholarly reviews and primary 
sources (for example, refereed research articles and/or policy position papers).

•

The ability the apply the methods and techniques they have learned to review, consolidate, 
extend, and apply their knowledge and understanding to initiate and carry out projects.

•

The ability to critically evaluate arguments, assumptions, abstract concepts and data to 
make judgements and identify a range of solutions to a problem.

•

To communicate information, ideas, problems, and solutions to both specialist and non-
specialist audiences.

•

The qualities and transferable skills necessary for employment requiring: the learning ability 
needed to undertake appropriate further training of a professional or equivalent nature.

•

Study

Study time

Type Required

Lectures 9 sessions of 1 hour (4%)

Seminars 9 sessions of 1 hour (4%)

Private study 132 hours (57%)

Assessment 80 hours (35%)

Total 230 hours

Private study description

Reading for seminars. Preparation for seminars . Preparation of presentations. Preparation and 
writing of formative work. Preparation and writing of summative work.

Costs

No further costs have been identified for this module.

Assessment

You must pass all assessment components to pass the module.



Assessment group A

Weighting Study time

Assessed Essay 100% 80 hours

A 3,000-word essay from a list of given questions or a question devised by the student and 
approved by the module leader.

Feedback on assessment

Written feedback will be provided on tabula.

Availability

Courses

This module is Optional for:

Year 2 of ULAA-ML34 BA in Law and Sociology (Qualifying Degree)•
USOA-L301 BA in Sociology

Year 2 of L301 Sociology○

Year 2 of L301 Sociology○

Year 2 of L301 Sociology○

Year 2 of L305 Sociology with Specialism in Cultural Studies○

Year 2 of L303 Sociology with Specialism in Gender Studies○

Year 2 of L30C Sociology with Specialism in Race and Global Politics○

Year 2 of L304 Sociology with Specialism in Research Methods○

Year 2 of L30E Sociology with Specialism in Social Inequalities and Public Policy○

Year 2 of L302 Sociology with Specialism in Social Policy○

Year 2 of L30G Sociology with Specialism in Social and Political Thought○

Year 2 of L30A Sociology with Specialism in Technologies and Markets○

•

Year 2 of UHIA-VL13 Undergraduate History and Sociology•
Year 2 of ULAA-M135 Undergraduate Law and Sociology•
Year 2 of UPOA-ML13 Undergraduate Politics and Sociology•
Year 2 of USOA-L314 Undergraduate Sociology and Criminology•
Year 2 of UIPA-L3L8 Undergraduate Sociology and Global Sustainable Development•
Year 2 of USOA-L311 Undergraduate Sociology and Quantitative Methods•


